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Abstract—Images are represented in several forms to facilitate
their processing and security. These last years, elliptic curves
have demonstrated remarkable performances in Cryptography.
For Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) to be applied on images,
they should be represented as points on elliptic curves. in this
paper, we present a formalism to transform an image into a
sequence of points of an elliptic curve. A stream encryption based
on the Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) is proposed and
used to encrypt images seen as sequences of points on elliptic
curves. The JPEG compression is combined to this encryption to
produce a new crypto-compression scheme. This scheme is
implemented on sample images. The obtained results, compared
to existing works, offer better satisfaction in terms of integrity.
Index Terms—crypto-compression, image, LFSR and Elliptic
Curves

I. INTRODUCTION

S

EVERAL domains of the digital world rely on images:
road safety, telemedicine, video conferences, etc. These
images often contain sensitive data. In telemedicine for
example, data are inserted into images to identify a patient, his
medical examination, his treatment, etc. Because such images
are digital files which can be transferred through public
channels, they need to be secured [15].
In recent years, image security has been the subject of
several research works ([1], [18], [25]). Existing works rely
on cryptographic tools such as AES ([4], [9], [17], [21]),
Chaos Theory ([10], [24], [25]), stream/bloc encryption ([19],
[2]), etc. To practically secure images, compression is joined
to encryption to obtain a hybrid process called cryptocompression. In 2004, Ftérich and al. proposed a cryptocompression system based on AES encryption and quadtree
compression [9]. In 2006, Puech and al. also used AES
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encryption for crypto-compression based on Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) [21]. Puech and al’s crypto-compression
system offers better compression ratio due to DCT. However,
DCT produces visible losses at a certain level of compression.
A solution to this problem has been proposed by Benabdellah
and al., who presented two crypto-compression algorithms
based on the Faber-Schauder Multi-Scale Transform (FMT).
The first algorithm combines FMT and DES [3] while the
second puts together FMT and AES [4]. Although these two
schemes offer better quality-compression ratio, they need a
secret key which is generally shared through symmetric
encryption and key exchange protocols. These protocols are
built on problems of Number Theory based Cryptography and
are heavy when considering keys size and operations. More
recently, Chaos-based Cryptography has been used for image
crypto-compression. In [11], chaos-based encryption is joined
to DCT compression, when in [16], chaos-based
pseudorandom bit generator is combined to arithmetic coding
(AC) compression. When evaluating these previous works, it
appears that there is a compromise between the compression
ratio, the execution time and the quality of the image obtained
after crypto-compression. The works using the DCT
compression ([17], [20], [21]), though offering good
compression ratios, bring remarkable changes on the image.
Compression based on FMT, AC,... solved this limit ([3], [4],
[16]). However, when loss-less compression is needed, like in
telemedicine, it is difficult to have good compression ratio.
Moreover, encryption used in all these crypto-compression
systems are either based on Number Theory or Chaos Theory.
Chaos-based schemes are weakened by differential attacks for
example; generally, they lack robustness and security [26].
Number Theory based schemes require keys of very large
size, which is a problem in practice. Also, they will be easily
solved by the quantum computer. So, new ways of securing
images are explored and are still actual.
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), which has not yet been
used for image crypto-compression, offers smaller key sizes:
cryptosystems based on elliptic curves are secured with 160bit keys when RSA uses 1024-bit keys for an equivalent level
of security. This is an advantage for systems using smart cards
where the memory space is very limited. In addition,
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computing algorithms based on elliptic curves are faster. They
offer more efficient implementations and have a larger rate of
key generation and exchange [6]. So, using ECC in image
crypto-compression can bring a remarkable improvement in
terms of integrity, compression rate and execution time.
In this paper, we explore the use of elliptic curves in image
processing. After compressing an image through JPEG, a
Koblitz’s type process [13] is described and adapted to
transform images into sequences of points of an elliptic curve.
This allows the manipulation of images as points on elliptic
curves. In addition, we describe how to apply the Linear
Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) on such points to produce an
encrypted image. The decryption is also described. Finally,
the algorithm is implemented on sample images and the
quality of encrypted-decrypted image is analyzed. From the
values of the entropy, image quality and PSNR, it’s appears
that the proposed scheme offers better integrity.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A) Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
Let K be a field of characteristic different from 2 and 3. An
elliptic curve E over K is the set of points
E = {O} ∪ {(x, y) ∈ K × K, y2 = x3 + ax + b}
where O is a specific point called the point at infinity. Fig. 1
below shows the elliptic curve y2 = x3 − 2x − 2 on the real
field R.
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cryptographic schemes have been built on elliptic curves.
Among them, there are encryption schemes such as Elliptic
Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) [6], [15]; key
agreement protocols like Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman
(ECDH) key exchange [6]; digital signatures protocols like
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) and
Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA) [6].
Elliptic curves are also used for pseudo-random generators
[6], integer factorization, etc. Nowadays, ECC is most used
for key exchange.
B) Transforming a character to a point of an elliptic curve
For ECC to be applied directly on any data, these data as to
be transformed to points on elliptic curve. In [13], Koblitz
described a process to transform a character to a point of an
elliptic curve. A character is seen as an integer m, such that 0
≤ m ≤ M ∈ N. For example, letters (A to Z) are numbers
between 0 and 25. For a given character m, Algorithm 1
computes a pair (x, y) which is a point of an elliptic curve,
representing the given character. Assume that we have a finite
field Fq such that q is on the form q = pr , p prime, r > 0; and q
≥ M k + 1, where k is generally set to 30 or 50.
Given the curve y2 = x3 + ax + b over the finite field Fq and
given a character represented by an integer m.
Compute for each j = 1,...,k,
mk + j
Let x be the corresponding element of mk + j in Fq.
For such x, we compute y2 = f(x) = x3 + ax + b and find a
square-root for f(x). If there exists a y such that y2 = f(x), the
point of the elliptic curve representing m is Pm = (x, y). If
there is no square-root for f(x) for the current j, we jump to
the next j. With k = 30 or k = 50 the algorithm always return a
good result [13]. This process is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Fig. 1: Graph of the elliptic curve y2 = x3 − 2x − 2 on the real field R

Any point P can be represented by his projective
coordinates which is a triple (XP : YP : ZP ) corresponding to
the affine coordinates (XP/ZP , YP/ZP) if ZP is non-zero, and O
if ZP is zero. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is the use of
elliptic curves for cryptographic purposes. Several

From Algorithm 1, given a point (x, y) representing a
character, this initial character m can be recovered by
computing

( xk−1)  , where v  represents the integer part of v
~

and ~
x is the integer which corresponds to x in the
equivalence between the integers and the elements of Fq.
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C) Image crypto-compression
Image crypto-compression consists in joining encryption
and compression to produce a secure and lighter data.
JPEG is the standard in image compression. The best
performances are achieved with JPEG2000 which uses
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) instead of Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT). With JPEG2000, we can obtain
loss-less compression and better compression rate and quality,
compare to JPEG1991 (using DCT) [22]. The performance of
an image compression algorithm can be measured by the
compression ratio and the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR).
The compression ratio allows to see how far the image size
has been reduced after compression; it can be computed by the
following formula [5]:
(1)

Sizeinitial and Sizefinal represent the size of the image
respectively before and after compression. If the compression
ratio is close to 1, it means the size has considerably reduced
during processing; if on the other hand it is close to zero, the
size has not greatly changed.
The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) evaluates the
distortion brought on the image by the process. For a given M
× N image, PSNR is defined in [4] as:
(2)
where Ng is the maximal pixel value and MSE the Mean
Square Error, given by:

(3)

Fig. 2: Image encryption by LFSR [19]

Image encryption can be evaluated by the entropy, the
histogram and the image quality after decryption [5]. The
entropy indicates how far the information is random. It is
calculated by the following formula [5]:
(4)
where the Pi are the distribution of gray levels in the image.
Two close entropies indicate two close information.
The histogram shows how far the information contained in
the encrypted image is different from the one on the original
image. They are many ways of showing the histogram of an
image. We used the online tool http://www.dcode.fr/histo_
gramme-image. The number of modified pixels values during
the encryption is another factor of the integrity of the process.
We calculate the percentage of pixels values not modified to
evaluate image quality after reconstitution.
III. CRYPTO-COMPRESSION OF IMAGE AS POINTS OF AN
ELLIPTIC CURVE

A) Transforming image to points of an Elliptic curve
The lower the PNSR is, the more the image has been
distorted.
Concerning the encryption part, many ways of performing
image encryption are possible. One of them is the stream
encryption using Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) [19].
Here, encryption is done pixel by pixel. For each pixel p(n) of
the original image and for a key of length k, the value p(n)’ of
the corresponding pixel p(n) in the ciphered image is
computed in the following way:

with n ∈ [k, N], N being the number of pixels of the image,
k ∈ [1, n] and α(i) a sequence of coefficients generated by the
key. Figure 2 gives an overall view of the LFSR image
encryption method.

Algorithm 1 above describes how to transform a character
into a point of an elliptic curve. An image is a sequence of
integer values between 0 and 255.
Given an image, we present below how to generate the
sequence of points of an elliptic curve representing the given
image. Algorithm 2 shows how the integer values between 0
and 255 are represented on a given elliptic curve.

Fig. 3 presents a list of the 256 points obtained after
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executing Algorithm 2. These points represent the pixels
values from 0 to 255 on the elliptic curve of equation y2 = x3 +
17x + 19 over F174.
Fig. 4: Compressing and transforming an image to points of EC

C) Encryption/decryption of points of EC with LFSR
Let P be a sequence of N points of an elliptic curve,
representing a given image. The encrypted point P(n)’
corresponding to the n-th point P(n) using the Linear
Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) can be performed as follows:

with n ∈ [0, N − 1] and α(i) a sequence of coefficients
generated by the key. Note that the ∗ here is the multiplication
of the points of an elliptic curve by a scalar. For decryption,
the following formula is applied:

Fig. 3: List of points corresponding to the 256 pixels values

Fig. 5 presents the encryption/decryption of images as
points on elliptic curve (EC points).

Algorithm 3 shows, using algorithm 2, how to obtain a
sequence of points of an elliptic curve, representing a given
image.

Fig. 5: Encryption/decryption process

By using Algorithm 3, an image can be viewed as points of
an elliptic curve, fixed in advance. Consequently, what is done
on images can be done on points of an elliptic curve and what
is done on elliptic curves can be applied on images.

Below (Fig. 6) is the whole process of image cryptocompression using JPEG, elliptic curves and LFSR.

B) Compression and EC
Any image can be transformed to points on an EC. By
compressing the image in advance, we obtain a lighter image.
So, we will first perform a loss-less JPEG compression before
transforming the compressed image to points on EC as
presented on Fig. 4.
Fig. 6: crypto-compression with JPEG, EC and LFSR
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION
The implementation has been made under the computer
algebra system SAGE-5.1. It contains many aspects of
mathematics, including algebra, combinatorics, graph theory,
numerical analysis, number theory, statistics and cryptography
[23]. We used a core i5 (2.3hz) computer, with RAM 4Go.
Transformation of images into points on elliptic curve,
encryption and decryption are fully implemented. We made
computations on two sample images, ”lena” and ”arch” [5].
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Fig. 9 shows a portion of the sequence of points
representing the encrypted image “lena”. The points on this
sequence are different from those of the original image,
meaning that the information has really been transformed.

A) Results and comparison
Fig. 7 presents two images compressed with loss-less JPEG,
the encrypted and the decrypted images.

Fig. 9: Sequence of points related to the encrypted image “lena”

Fig. 10 is a part of the decrypted image “lena”. We can see
that this sequence of points is the same than the one of the
original images. This means that ECC did not make any
changes to the image.

Fig. 7: (a),(d):compressed image ”lena”,”arch”;
(b),(e):encrypted image ”lena”,”arch”;
(c),(f):decrypted image ”lena”,”arch”

A sequence of points representing a portion of the
compressed image “lena” is shown on Figure 8. On this figure,
the points are represented by triples, which are their projective
coordinates.
Fig. 10: Sequence of points related to the decrypted image “lena”

Fig. 11 shows the histograms of the compressed, the
ciphered and the deciphered images respectively of the image
“lena”.

Fig. 11: Histograms of the image “lena” before crypto-compression, after
crypto-compression and after reconstitution

Fig. 8: Sequence of points related to the compressed image “lena”

The difference between the histograms of the original and
the encrypted image indicates that the information has been
really modified by the crypto-compression process. Two
identical histograms for the original and the reconstituted
image reveals that the information has not been destroyed.
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On Fig. 12, histograms of the compressed, the ciphered and
the deciphered images respectively of the image “arch” are
presented.

Fig. 12: Histograms of the image “arch” before crypto-compression, after
crypto-compression and after reconstitution

Here also, the information contained in the image have been
well transformed and restored by the crypto-compression and
the inverse crypto-compression processes.
Table I below presents a comparison between the cryptocompression scheme implemented in this paper (JPEG and
LFSR on elliptic curves), and two other systems (JPEG-AES
and FMT-AES). We also compute the compression rate
without JPEG (EC-LFSR), to appreciate the compression gain
with JPEG.

Cryptography and LFSR encryption, we obtain a better level
of security and integrity, compare to JPEG-AES and FMTAES.
However,
the
CPU
time
needed
in
encryption/decryption is more important. This weakness can
be removed by using a lighter encryption scheme on elliptic
curves. The gain in integrity and security despite the time
factor is particularly interesting for some images. This can for
example be very useful for certain medical images which
contain very sensitive data and do not always need a real time
processing.
In this paper, LFSR is used to encrypt and decrypt a
standard image as points of an elliptic curve. Any other
compression process or cryptosystem can be applied to images
considered as points of an elliptic curve.
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